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Abstract – The relation between Bell-CHSH violation and factorization of Hilbert space is con-
sidered here. That is, a state which is local in the sense of the Bell-CHSH inequality under a
certain factorization of the underlying Hilbert space can be Bell-CHSH non-local under a different
factorization. While this question has been addressed with respect to separability , the relation
of the factorization with Bell-CHSH violation has remained hitherto unexplored. We find here,
that there is a set containing density matrices which do not exhibit Bell-CHSH violation under any
factorization of the Hilbert space brought about by global unitary operations. Using the Cartan
decomposition of SU(4),we characterize the set in terms of a necessary and sufficient criterion based
on the spectrum of density matrices. Sufficient conditions are obtained to characterize such density
matrices based on their bloch representations. For some classes of density matrices, necessary and
sufficient conditions are derived in terms of bloch parameters. Furthermore, an estimation of the
volume of such density matrices is achieved in terms of purity. The criterion is applied to some
well-known class of states in two qubits.Since, both local filtering and global unitary operations
influence Bell-CHSH violation of a state, a comparative study is made between the two operations.
The inequivalence of the two operations(in terms of increasing Bell-CHSH violation) is exemplified
through their action on some classes of states.

Introduction. – Entanglement and non-locality are two inequivalent yet very distinct-
ive features of quantum mechanics [1–4]. They play a ubiquitous role in many quantum
computation and information processing tasks [5–10]. Entanglement, being a characteristic
trait of a density matix [11] has been characterized in terms of state parameters and bloch
representation [11]. Whenever we say that a state is entangled we assume a particular fac-
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torization of the underlying Hilbert space. Therefore, a state which is entangled in a certain
basis can be separable in a different basis. In fact,for any entangled state(pure and mixed)
there exists at least one basis in which it is separable [12].

However, there exist separable states which preserve separability under any change of
basis, subsequently termed as absolutely separable states [13].Equivalently, one may also
note that absolutely separable states are exactly those states which preserve separability
under the action of any global unitary, i.e., a state σas will be termed as an absolutely
separable state if UσasU

† is separable for any unitary U . They are characterized in terms of
their spectrum [14,15] and also termed as states which are separable from spectrum in view
of the open problem pointed out in [16]. The set containing absolutely separable states has
the same existence in the set of separable states as the separable states have in the space
of all density matrices. They form a convex and compact subset of the separable set thus
allowing for the construction of witness operators to detect non-absolutely separable states
from which useful entanglement can be created under global unitary [17].

An equivalent study in the non-local scenario, in terms of violation of the Bell-CHSH
inequality [3,4] was first proposed by some of us [18], where we showed that there are states
which preserve their "local" character under any global unitary operation. We termed such
states as absolutely Bell-CHSH local states and showed that they form a convex and compact
subset of the Bell-CHSH local set.Precisely, a state σal is termed as absolutely Bell-CHSH
local if UσalU

† is Bell-CHSH local for any unitary U . On a different perspective the utility
to detect states which can become Bell-CHSH non-local under global unitary was also high-
lighted in [18] and a subsequent mechanism was suggested to detect such states.

However, given a state , how does one identify that it is absolutely Bell-CHSH local and
what is the size of the set containing absolutely Bell-CHSH local states? The answer to
these two questions form the main constituents of the present work. We derive necessary
and sufficient conditions based on the spectrum of the density matrix to identify whether
it is absolutely Bell-CHSH local. In the context of quantum state tomography [], it is im-
portant to identify the number of state parameters required to acquire knowledge about
some property of the state. Therefore,we also derive sufficient conditions based on the bloch
parameters of a density matrix for the above-mentioned identification.We find that, based
on the bloch parameters necessary and sufficient conditions can be derived to identify some
special class of density matrices. Next, we find a characterization of the set in terms of purity
of density matrices which alternatively provides an estimation of the size of the absolutely
Bell-CHSH local set. Specifically, we find a ball of a certain radius within which all states
are absolutely Bell-CHSH local. Further our analysis is validated by illustrations from well
known class of states.

Local filtering operations [20] can have a non-trivial effect on the nonlocality of a state
just like global unitary action. However, no local filtering operation can increase the Bell-
CHSH violation of Bell diagonal states [20]. Although very different in paradigm we have
found an interesting similarity between these two operations as global unitary action on Bell
diagonal states also fails to increase CHSH violation. However the inequivalence between
these two operations come to the fore when we see their action on other classes of states,
which we have noted in our work.

Our work is organized in the following way. The next two sections characterize the ab-
solutely Bell-CHSH local set in terms of eigenvalues and the bloch parameters of a density
matrix. The section that follows evaluates the size of the absolutely Bell-CHSH local set
in terms of purity and derives the absolutely Bell-CHSH local ball. Illustrations from well
known classes of states follows next followed by a comparison between global unitary and
local filtering operations. We end with conclusions and comments on possible courses of
future work.
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Characterization of Bell-CHSH local states based on spectrum. – A density
matrix living in B(C2 ⊗ C2) can be expressed in the Hilbert-Schmidt basis as ,

σ =
1

4
[I ⊗ I + ~u.~s⊗ I + I ⊗ ~v.~s+ Σ3

i,j=1tijsi ⊗ sj ] (1)

Here, ~u,~v are the local Bloch vectors and tij = Tr[σ(si ⊗ sj)], si are the Pauli matrices.
In a much celebrated work [21], the Horodecki family derived a necessary and sufficient
condition to verify whether a state is local with respect to the Bell-CHSH inequality, based
on the parameters of the state. The condition was based on the value of a function M(σl) =
λmax1 + λmax2;λmax1, λmax2 being the maximum two eigen values of Y = T †T where T =
[tij ] is the correlation matrix of σl . It was then stated that a state σl is Bell-CHSH
local iff M(σl) ≤ 1. The maximal Bell-CHSH violation for any state χ was then showed
to be 2

√

M(χ). In this light, the absolutely Bell-CHSH local set can also be defined as
AL = {σal : M(UσalU

†) ≤ 1, ∀U}.
The first main result of our work , now follows below:

Theorem 1. A state σ is absolutely Bell-CHSH local if and only if (2a1 +2a2 −1)2 +(2a1 +
2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1, where a1, a2, a3 are the highest three eigenvalues of σ in a decreasing order.

Proof. Define a function F (σ) = Max
U∈SU(4)

M(UσU †). It is easy to note that, F (σ) ≤ 1,

iff σ ∈ AL. In view of the Cartan decomposition of SU(4) [22], any U ∈ SU(4) can be
decomposed as ,

U = UA ⊗ UBUdVA ⊗ VB (2)

where UA, UB, VA, VB are local unitaries and Ud is the basic non-local unitary. A local
unitary UL changes the correlation matrix Tσ corresponding to σ in the following way,
T ′ = Q1TσQ

†
2, where Qis are rotation matrices with det(Qi) = 1, Q†

iQi = I [23]. Therefore,

T ′†

T ′ = Q2T
†
σTσQ

†
2 (3)

Since, the above relation signifies a similarity transformation, the eigenvalues of T †
σTσ remain

unchanged signalling the invariance of M(σ) under local unitary transformation. Therefore,
M(σ) can only be maximized by the action of the basic non-local operator Ud. As a result,
in order to check whether a state is absolutely Bell-CHSH local, it is enough to see the change
under the action of the basic non-local unitary. The operator Ud is diagonal in the magic
basis and hence will also be diagonal in the Bell basis [22], and thus can be expressed as ,

Ud = Σ4
k=1e

−iλk |φk〉〈φk| (4)

with i =
√

−1. Here, |φk〉 are the maximally entangled Bell states and λks are given by ,
λ1 = x− y + z, λ2 = −x+ y + z, λ3 = −x− y − z, λ4 = x+ y − z. (x, y, z ∈ [0, 2π] ).
The proof will be done considering three different cases underlined as below:
Case-I Consider the Bell diagonal state given by :

σbell = a1|φ1〉〈φ1| + a2|φ2〉〈φ2| + a3|φ3〉〈φ3| + a4|φ4〉〈φ4| (5)

Without any loss of generality we assume a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ a4. Since, the basic non-local
operator Ud is itself diagonal with respect to the Bell basis and the factor e−iλk cancels out,
it is easy to see that σbell remains invariant under the transformation UdσbellU

†
d . This when

clubbed with the fact that local unitaries do not change the eigenvalues of T †
σbell

Tσbell
, imply

that even after a global unitary action the eigenvalues of T †
σbell

Tσbell
remain unchanged(Tσbell

is the correlation matrix corresponding to σbell). Thus, M(σbell) cannot be increased further
by global unitary action.
For the Bell diagonal state , M(σbell) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 (as a4 =
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1 − a1 − a2 − a3). Now, (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1 iff the Bell diagonal state is
Bell-CHSH local. In view of the fact that global unitary does not maximize M(σbell) , we
can conclude that (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1 iff σbell is absolutely Bell-CHSH
local. In fact, this also shows that whenever a Bell diagonal state is Bell-CHSH local then
it is absolutely Bell-CHSH local. This is a typical feature of the Bell diagonal states.
Case-II Consider now, a state σcomp which is diagonal in the computational basis,

σcomp = a1|00〉〈00| + a2|01〉〈01| + a3|10〉〈10| + a4|11〉〈11| (6)

Again, without loss of generality it is assumed that a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ a4. After the action of
Ud, the eigenvalues of T †

σcomp
Tσcomp

change and are found to be as given below:

A = [sin[2x− 2y](2a1 + a2 + a3 − 1) + sin[2x+ 2y](a2 − a3)]2

B = [sin[2x− 2y](2a1 + a2 + a3 − 1) − sin[2x+ 2y](a2 − a3)]2

C = [2a2 + 2a3 − 1]2 (7)

Therefore, F (σcomp) = Max(Max
x,y

(A + B),Max
x,y

(A + C),Max
x,y

(B + C)). After some

algebraic calculation it is found that :

Max
x,y

(A+B) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2

Max
x,y

(A+ C) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a2 + 2a3 − 1)2

Max
x,y

(B + C) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a2 + 2a3 − 1)2

(8)

Therefore F (σcomp) = Max
x,y

(A+B) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2.

Hence σcomp ∈ AL iff (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1.
Case-III Now, finally consider a state σarb written in any arbitrary basis.
For any given spectrum the maximal Bell-CHSH violation is obtained at the respective
Bell-diagonal state [20], where the quantity M(σbell) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2,
as already obtained in Case-I. The same maximal value is obtained by maximizing the
corresponding value for states diagonal in the computational basis in Case-II. Now, one
can always find a unitary which changes the σarb to a state diagonal in the computational
basis and repeat the same steps to obtain the maximal value.
Hence,F (σarb) = (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 and thus σarb ∈ AL iff (2a1 + 2a2 −
1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1.
Thus, combining the above cases, a state σ is absolutely Bell-CHSH local if and only if
(2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1. Hence, the proof.

One may note the following corollary , in view of the theorem,

Corollary 2. The reduced state σAB of any pure three-qubit state |Υ〉ABC is absolutely
Bell-CHSH local if and only if σC is the maximally-mixed state.

Proof. Consider that c = |−→c | ,where −→
c is the bloch vector for σC . Then the eigenvalues of

σAB are {(1 + c)/2, (1 − c)/2, 0, 0}. Hence, in view of the above theorem , σAB is absolutely
Bell-CHSH local iff c vanishes.

Characterization of Absolutely Bell-CHSH local states based on bloch para-

meters . – Quantum state tomography identifies the number of ideal measurements to
be done on a state to reveal some property of the state [19]. Therefore, it becomes very
important to have a characterization in terms of bloch parameters of a state.
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As every density matrix has a Hilbert-Schmidt decomposition, it is pertinent whether one
can comment on the absolute Bell-CHSH local character of a density matrix, based on the
parameters in the decomposition. Recall that, a density matrix living in B(C2 ⊗ C

2) can
be expressed in the Hilbert-Schmidt basis as ,

σ =
1

4
[I ⊗ I + ~u.~s⊗ I + I ⊗ ~v.~s+ Σ3

i,j=1tijsi ⊗ sj ] (9)

Here, ~u,~v are the local Bloch vectors and tij = Tr[σ(si ⊗ sj)], si are the Pauli matrices.
In what follows below, we see that in some cases we can arrive at necessary and sufficient
conditions to guarantee that a density matrix is indeed absolutely Bell-CHSH local .

Theorem 3. A Bell diagonal state is absolutely Bell-CHSH local iff Max(t211 + t222, t
2
11 +

t233, t
2
22 + t233) ≤ 1, where tii are the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix of the Bell

diagonal state.

Proof. The proof follows quite easily in view of the fact that the basic non-local unitary
operator does not change σbell. Further, the local bloch vectors are zero for a Bell diagonal
state and its correlation matrix is diagonal. Hence the desired eigenvalues are t211, t

2
22, t

2
33 .

Now, M(σbell) = Max(t211 + t222, t
2
11 + t233, t

2
22 + t233). Since, eigenvalues of T †

σbell
Tσbell

do not
change even with a global unitary, M(σbell) does not change. Therefore, Max(t211 + t222, t

2
11 +

t233, t
2
22 + t233) ≤ 1 iff σbell is absolutely Bell-CHSH local.

In order to find equivalent conditions for other states, we need to note that unlike Bell
diagonal states, the eigenvalues of T †T corresponding to other states will change due to the
action of a global unitary.
In order to note the change in terms of the bloch parameters we use an alternative decom-
position of an unitary operator as given in [11],

U = (U1 ⊗ U2)Ud(θ1, θ2, θ3)(U3 ⊗ U4) (10)

where again Uk are local unitaries and Ud = exp[ i

2 (θ1s1 ⊗ s1 + θ2s2 ⊗ s2 + θ3s3 ⊗ s3)] is
the basic non-local unitary. We again note that it is the basic non-local operator which
is responsible for any change in the eigenvalues of T †T . On action of the basic non-local
unitary operator, the modifications in ~u,~v, T are given below [11],

u′
k = ukcosθicosθj + vksinθisinθj + ǫijk(Tijcosθisinθj − Tjisinθicosθj) (11)

v′
k = vkcosθicosθj + uksinθisinθj + ǫijk(Tjicosθisinθj − Tijsinθicosθj) (12)

T ′
ij = Tijcosθicosθj + Tjisinθisinθj − ǫijk(ukcosθisinθj − vksinθicosθj) (13)

The indices i, j, k are distinct in the first two equations and ǫijk is the Levi-Civita symbol.
For states which are diagonal in the computational basis, the only non-zero parameters in
its Hilbert-Schmidt representation are u3, v3, t33. As a result we have the following result,

Theorem 4. A state σcomp diagonal in the computational basis is absolutely Bell-CHSH local
iff Max[ Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233+c2
11), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233+c2
22), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(c2
11+c2

22)] ≤ 1, where c11 = u3cosθ2sinθ1−
v3sinθ2cosθ1, c22 = v3cosθ2sinθ1 −u3sinθ2cosθ1. (θis being the parameters of the basic non-
local operator as given in eq. (10) )

Proof. As noted earlier, the basic non-local operator is the one responsible for changing
the eigenvalues of the matrix T †T . Now, since the only non-zero parameters in the Hilbert-
Schmidt representation of a density matrix diagonal in the computational basis are u3, v3, t33,
the eigenvalues of the changed (T ′)†T ′ are t211, c

2
11, c

2
22. Therefore,

F (σcomp) = Max[ Max
θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233 + c2
11), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233 + c2
22), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(c2
11 + c2

22)] (14)

Thus , Max[ Max
θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233 + c2
11), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(t233 + c2
22), Max

θ1,θ2,θ3

(c2
11 + c2

22)] ≤ 1 iff σcomp is absolutely

Bell-CHSH local.
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For any arbitrary density matrix σ it is in general difficult to arrive at the necessary
and sufficient conditions in a closed form. The difficulty arises from the difficulty in the
computation of the eigenvalues of (T ′

σ)†T ′
σ after the action of the basic non-local unitary.

However one may derive a sufficient condition with the following observation. The trace of
(T ′

σ)†T ′
σ is necessarily greater than the sum of its two greater eigenvalues. Formally, we can

get the sufficient condition as given below,

Theorem 5. If for any density matrix σ, Max
θ1,θ2,θ3

Tr((T ′
σ)†T ′

σ) ≤ 1 then σ ∈ AL

However, it should be noted in order to calculate the trace, individual changes in the
bloch parameters has to be taken into account which can be cumbersome. The absence of
some of the bloch parameters can simplify the process.

Comparison with purity and Absolutely Bell-CHSH local ball. – Absolutely
Bell-CHSH local states can also be located in terms of their purity. This in turn allows them
to be characterized in terms of their distance from the maximally mixed state.

Analogous to a similar concept in the separability problem [24],it is useful to find an
estimation of the size of the set containing absolutely Bell-CHSH local states and also to
find the maximum possible purity beyond which there cannot be any absolutely Bell-CHSH
local state. We pose the following optimization problems to answer the questions.

Let us assume that the eigenvalues of the density matrix are a1, a2, a3, a4 in descending
order. The condition for a state to be absolutely Bell-CHSH local can also be re-framed as
(a1 − a4)2 + (a2 − a3)2 ≤ 1/2. The problem of finding the maximum purity beyond which
there cannot be any absolutely Bell-CHSH local state can now be posed as :

Maximize(a2
1 + a2

2 + a2
3 + a2

4),

subject to :

(i)(a1 − a4)2 + (a2 − a3)2 ≤ 1/2

(ii)a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 = 1

(iii)1 ≥ a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ a4 ≥ 0 (15)

A numerical computation yields the answer as 5
8 . The solution signifies that if the purity

of a density matrix is greater than 5
8 , it cannot be a absolutely Bell-CHSH local state.

The converse question of finding the minimum purity below which there cannot be any
non-absolutely Bell-CHSH local state can be posed as :

Minimize(a2
1 + a2

2 + a2
3 + a2

4),

subject to :

(i)(a1 − a4)2 + (a2 − a3)2 > 1/2

(ii)a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 = 1

(iii)1 ≥ a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 ≥ a4 ≥ 0 (16)

Numerically, the answer is obtained as 1
2 . This signifies that all states with a purity ≤ 1

2
is absolutely Bell-CHSH local.
The above result can also be framed in terms of the Frobenius norm ‖A‖2 = Tr(A†A).
Specifically, Tr(ρ2) ≤ 1/2 =⇒ ‖ρ − I/4‖ ≤ 1/2, which is the absolutely Bell-CHSH local
ball. Every state within this ball is absolutely Bell-CHSH local. (I/4 is the maximally mixed
state).

On the other hand Tr(ρ2) > 5/8 =⇒ ‖ρ − I/4‖ >
√

3/2
√

2. Thus any state outside
this ball cannot be absolutely Bell-CHSH local.

Illustrations. – We now provide some illustrations on the application of our criterion.
(i) Absolutely Separable states - Any absolutely separable state will be absolutely Bell-CHSH
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local. This is because , absolutely separable states preserve their separability under global
unitary operation. In set theoretic language, if we denote the set containing the absolutely
separable states by AS, then AS forms a subset of AL.
(ii) Any pure product state cannot be absolutely Bell-CHSH local, as they can always be
converted to a pure entangled state by some global unitary [?].
(iii) If we take a state diagonal in computational basis, say σmix = 1

2 |00〉〈00| + 1
2 |11〉〈11|,

then the state is absolutely Bell-CHSH local as, (1/2 − 0)2 + (1/2 − 0)2 ≤ 1/2.
One can verify this from the perspective of bloch parameters. The only bloch parameter in
this case is t33 = 1. Using the result obtained for states diagonal in computational basis ,
one sees that the state ∈ AL.
(iv) Werner state- The Werner state is given as [25], σwer = p|ψ−〉〈ψ−| + 1−p

4 I(|ψ−〉 =
|01〉−|10〉√

2
). The state is absolutely separable for p ≤ 1/3, hence absolutely Bell-CHSH local

there. The eigenvalues are {(1 + 3p)/4, (1 − p)/4, (1 − p)/4, (1 − p)/4}. For p ≤ 1/
√

2 it is
absolutely Bell-CHSH local. One may note that, the Werner state is a Bell diagonal state
and it is Bell-CHSH local upto 1/

√
2.

This characterization can also be done in terms of the bloch parameters. As for the Werner
state t11 = t22 = t33 = −p, Max(t211 +t222, t

2
11 +t233, t

2
33 +t222) = 2p2. Therefore, for p ≤ 1/

√
2,

it is absolutely Bell-CHSH local.Once again this reiterates the fact whenever a Bell diagonal
state is Bell-CHSH local it is absolutely Bell-CHSH local.
Since, the Werner states are entangled for p > 1/3, this also indicates that the absolutely
separable states form a proper subset of the absolutely Bell-CHSH local states.
(v) Gisin states- The Gisin states were proposed in [26]. Let |ψθ〉 = sinθ|01〉 + cosθ|10〉 and
σmix = 1

2 |00〉〈00| + 1
2 |11〉〈11| . Then the Gisin state is written as [27] ,

σG = λ|ψθ〉〈ψθ| + (1 − λ)σmix (17)

with 0 < θ < π/2, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. We need to deal here taking two cases into consideration ,
(a) For λ ≥ 1/3, the eigenvalues in the descending order are {λ, (1 − λ)/2, (1 − λ)/2, 0}.
Thus, for 1/3 ≤ λ ≤ 1/

√
2, the Gisin states are absolutely Bell-CHSH local.

(b) For λ < 1/3, the eigenvalues in the descending order are the Gisin states are {(1 −
λ)/2, (1 − λ)/2, λ, 0}. Therefore, in order to be absolutely Bell-CHSH local , one must have
5λ2 − 4λ ≤ 0. This implies that the Gisin states are absolutely Bell-CHSH local if λ < 1/3.
Hence, combining the results above one obtains that the Gisin states are absolutely Bell-
CHSH local for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1/

√
2.

The above characterization can also be done in terms of bloch parameters as given below. For
the Gisin states, the non-zero parameters in the bloch representation are u3, v3, t11, t22, t33.
The changed correlation matrix T ′ due to the action of the basic non-local operator is,





x11 x12 0
x21 x22 0
0 0 x33



 (18)

where x11 = t11, x22 = t22, x33 = t33, x12 = v3cosθ2sinθ1−u3sinθ2cosθ1, x21 = u3cosθ2sinθ1−
v3sinθ2cosθ1. On calculation of the eigenvalues of the corresponding symmetric matrix with
the explicit values of the parameters and subsequent maximization, it is found that the Gisin
states are in AL for λ ≤ 1/

√
2.

Local filtering and Global unitary operations. – Nonlocality of certain local
entangled states can be revealed by using local filtering operations before the standard Bell
test [26, 28]. This phenomenon was termed as ’hidden nonlocality’. In particular, Gisin [26]
presented a class of mixed two qubit states that do not violate Bell-CHSH inequality in
the standard Bell test but do so when judicious local filtering operations are applied to the
state before performing a standard Bell test. As both global unitary operation and local
filtering generate nonlocality so it is important to compare them. Following the work of [26],
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several aspects of local filtering in Bell test have been discussed [29]. Recently, a necessary
and sufficient condition for any two qubit state to remain Bell-CHSH local after application
of local filtering operation has been derived in [30]. In particular, for Bell-diagonal states
the above necessary and sufficient condition can be expressed in terms of their spectrum, as
follows [30],
Any Bell-diagonal state σbell remains Bell-CHSH local after the application of local filtering
if and only if (2a1 + 2a2 − 1)2 + (2a1 + 2a3 − 1)2 ≤ 1 where a1, a2, a3 are the highest three
eigen values of σbell.
This result then implies that local filtering operation cannot increase nonlocality of any Bell
diagonal state. The fact that local filtering operations cannot increase Bell-CHSH violation
of Bell diagonal states was also proven in [20]. In fact, in addition to that, the above
condition matches our criterion for absolute Bell-CHSH locality. So both global unitary and
local filtering operations are unable to increase nonlocality of Bell-diagonal states. But we
will see that these two operations are inequivalent for some other class of two qubit states
as far as enhancement of nonlocality is concerned.
(i) Consider the following two qubit state ρf = q|ψ−〉〈ψ−| + 1−q

2 (|00〉〈00| + |01〉〈01|) where
0 ≤ q ≤ 1.
This state exhibits nonlocality for any q > 0 when an appropriate local filtering is used
[31]. But according to our criterion, this state is absolutely Bell-CHSH local if and only if
q ≤ 0.5673054. Here local filtering gives advantage over global unitary operation to increase
nonlocality of this state in the range 0 < q ≤ 0.5673054.

(ii) Consider the noisy partial entangled state ρg = p|ψθ〉〈ψθ|+ (1−p)
4 I where |ψθ〉 = cos θ|01〉+

sin θ|10〉 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. This state does not violate CHSH inequality after the application

of local filtering if and only if q2(1 − cos 4θ) > 2
√

1 + 2q − q2 − 2q2 cos 4θ but violates
our criterion when q > 1√

2
. Hence in this case, there exists a range of state parameters

where global unitary operation gives advantage over local filtering operations pertaining to
enhancement of nonlocality.

Conclusion. – Bell-CHSH non-locality [3, 4] which is more of a statistical feature ex-
hibited by quantum states, had been first characterized in terms of the state parameters in
[21]. However, unlike absolute separability the relation between the violation Bell-CHSH
inequality and the change of basis of the underlying Hilbert space has remained unexplored.
Any change in basis is brought about by global unitary operations. Here, in this work, we
have made a probe on quantum states which cannot be made Bell-CHSH non-local even by
global unitary operations. This also entails the characterization of quantum states which
preserve their Bell-CHSH local character under any factorization of the underlying Hilbert
space.

Using the Cartan decomposition of SU(4), we have laid down criterion to identify such
states in terms of their spectrum and their Hilbert-Schmidt representations. The volume of
such states have been estimated in terms of purity. The criterion find support from illustra-
tions from different class of states.

Both global unitary and local filtering operations fail to increase CHSH violation of Bell
diagonal states. However, the two actions are completely inequivalent(in terms of increasing
Bell-CHSH violation). A comparison between the two operations have been done in our
work through their actions on some quantum states.

The present work also raises some pertinent questions. One may attempt to find such
conditions for other Bell inequalities in two qubits as well as for higher dimensions. Exten-
sion of the concept to include multipartite Bell inequalities is another direction of useful
investigation.
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